In this paper, a newly developed 3D full body scanner is descried. The new traveling type scanner is the most compact 3D full body scanner ever of all time, and it consists of three towers ( Fig.  1(a) ). By developing a much smaller new 3D camera (projector and video camera), each tower became significantly lighter and thinner compared to that of our previous body scanner. Moreover, each tower can be disassembled into three separated modules each having one 3D camera ( Fig. 1(b) ). In addition, by providing a CPU in each tower, 3D data obtained at each tower is decentrally processed allowing the use of a laptop PC as a control computer, which realizes real portability of the scanner system. Moreover, an interpolation program of scanning data was developed so that the scanner can output 3D human body data without deficits.
System:
The new scanner consists of three towers. It can capture both 3D human body shape and color texture of the human subject just in 2 seconds. Each tower consists of three vertically-stacked projector-camera modules and a base ( Fig. 1(c) ). Since our unique calibration technology [2] assures the alignment of the 3D shapes taken from each module, a precise placement of the towers is not required at the installation. Therefore, anyone can set up the scanner system in about 30 minutes alone. In this sense, the new body scanner is literally PORTABLE.
In addition, our interpolation program is applied to the obtained 3D data automatically. Since the program carries out fitting of a 3D human body model template to the obtained data, a unified 3D body scan data without deficits ( Fig. 1(d) ) can be created. Advantages: Compared to our previous body scanner [3] , the new traveling type 3D full body scanner has the following advantages:
(1) Separable into smaller modules. Each tower of the new scanner can be disassembled into three compact projector-camera modules. This improves the portability of the new scanner. Reassemble of the tower is also so easy that one can reassemble these modules into a tower again by just snapping the module back ( Fig. 1(b) ).
(2) Lighter and thinner modules. To realize real transportability of 3D body scanner, we developed a new projector that is much smaller compared to that of the current body scanner. Thanks to the new projector, each module now weighs only about 2.0kg and its size is only 6cm (width) × 8cm (depth) × 68cm (height) (Fig. 1(c) ). Owing to the separable tower and each light and thin module, our new scanner has become the most compact 3D full body scanner of the world. The portability of our new scanner is fulfilled by our unique calibration technique which ensures quick and accurate alignment of the towers after installation at a new site.
(3) Distributed system controlled from a laptop PC. For our current body scanner, IEEE 1394 cables were used for connecting video cameras, and therefore, slots for multiple IEEE boards are required for system control PC. To make the system more compact by changing the desktop PC to a laptop PC for system control, and have a simpler network cable connection, we changed the scanner system to a distributed system. A CPU is installed in each tower to control the three projector-cameras within the tower, and a standard laptop PC can be used as system control PC. The control laptop PC communicates with those CPUs in each tower via Ethernet cables. By switching to the distributed system, the new scanner can be operated by a simple laptop PC and more cable-free installation is achieved ( Fig. 1(a) ).
(4) Interpolation of the scanned body data. The new body scanner is equipped with software that interpolates scanned body data. We developed the software based on an algorithm called "mHBM (markerless Homologous Body Modeling)" [5] . This software can carry out fitting of a 3D human body model template to the scanned data automatically. Thereby, you can get a unified 3D body scan data in which deficit portions were smoothly interpolated, while maintaining the form of scanned data ( Fig. 1(d) ).
